
Math 4 Changes 2016 August 18, 2016

When new problems are added or old problems are moved or deleted all subsequent num-
bering may be affected. These are not individually listed. Wording adjustments were made
to reflect the use of tools other than a calculator in the following 2015 edition problems:

2#6,
3#7,
6#3,

7#10,
14#9,
20#3,

20#5,
20#6,
25#1,

25#4,
25#5,
27#2,

34#8,
36#7,
60#5,

80#6,
80#7,
81#1,

81#8,
83#5,
85#1,

86#1,
91#2,
93#7,

97#4,
111#6,
113#10,

124#5

1#7 removed request for parametric equations
2#9 added “Approximately” to part (b)
5#9 replaced “the” with “a” in last sentence
13#3 changed “mixed form” to “mixed expression” to match reference section
14#3 reworded
14#4 reworded
18#8 switched locations with 19#10
18#10 reworded for space
19#10 switched locations with 18#8
23#8 changed complex number
24#1 reworded
24#6 reworded and condensed for space
25#4 reworded
30#7 reworded
48#6 reworded
51#7 removed second sentence
52#1 italicized displacement
53#5 removed second sentence
65#3 made a continuation and reworded for space
71#3 changed to an integral
73#6 reworded
73#10 removed last sentence
75#3 moved to 75#4, replaced with a new problem
75#4 moved 75#5, replaced with 75#3
75#5 moved 75#6, replaced with 75#4
75#6 moved 75#7, replaced with 75#5
75#7 moved to become 75#12
75#10 removed italics, reworded
78#9 changed location of bounds of integration, slight rewording for space
82#10 deleted last sentence
86#3 deleted and replaced with an edited version of 91#7
91#7 edited and moved to 86#3, replaced with 91#8
91#8 moved to 91#7, replaces with 91#9
91#9 moved to 91#8
101#2 reworded
101#4 made fractions larger



101#5 made fractions larger
101#9 rewritten
102#5 broke up into parts (a)-(c)
103#8 rewritten
106#5 replaced “be” with “are”
112#1 removed part (d)
p.202 average percent rate of change added (b− a) to the denominator, and ·100
p.202 average relative rate of change reworded
p.205 displacement added to the reference section
p.205 double root added to the reference section
p.213 monotonic rewritten
p.217 Ratio Test rewritten
p.219 strictly monotonic added to reference section

List of Answer Changes:

1#7,
11#2,
13#4b,
14#4,

18#3,8,
19#10,
23#8,
30#7,

43#9b,
48#6,
51#7,
52#2,

53#5,
71#3,
73#6,
75#3-7,

75#10,12,
82#10,
84#8,
86#3,

91#7,8,9,
94#5h,5n,
101#2,
101#9,

102#5,
103#8,
106#7,
107#10c,

112#1

pp. 201-221 all page references changed to problem references
Archimedean spiral - added 18/3, deleted 17/??
average relative rate of change - deleted page reference, since it refers to another definition
average value - added 74/5, deleted 73/??
catenary - added 2/5, deleted 3/??
comparison of series - deleted 109/??
concavity- added 63/9, deleted 64
conditionally convergent- added 116/5, deleted 117/??
conjugate- added 13/6, deleted 14/??
converge (sequence)- added 14/9, deleted 13/??
converge (integral) - added 80/3, 81/2, deleted 74/??, 76/??
cross-sections - added 72/2, 74/7, deleted 71/??
curvature - added 63/9, deleted 64/??
extended power rule - added 46/4, deleted 47/??
greek letters - sigma, added 16/7, deleted 7/??
identity - added 6/1
improper integral - added 80/3, 114/3, deleted 74/??, 76/??
instantaneous percent rate of change - deleted 32/??, 42/??
instantaneous velocity - added 37/2
integration by parts - added 85/9, 225, deleted 222
integration by substitution - added 226, deleted 223
interval of convergence - deleted 117/??
isocline - added 71/5, 74/4, deleted 73/??
l’Hopital’s rule - added 85/3
mho - added 29/1, deleted 28/??



moment - added 118/4
one-sided limits - added 22/1, deleted 24/??
parabolic method - added 77/6, deleted 78/??
Rolle’s theorem - added 78/6, deleted 79/??
seesaw principle - added 118/4
slope field - carded 229, deleted 224
solid of revolution - added 70/5
surface of revolution - added 116/6 (no previous ref)
velocity vector - added 51/7, deleted 52/??


